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INTROCBCTIOH 

1.0.    Problems of flading ways of  accelerating indiu, erial 

development have always been timely and have aroused great in- 

terest both in their theoretical and  in their practical aspects. 

Among these problems the  most prominent  are questions associated 

with the development and location of complete branches of indus- 

try and also of separate enterprises within the limits of a 

closed region.    A great deal of attention hss been devoted to 

the consideration and analysis of these problems at  a number of 

international symposia and seminars within the framework of the 

United Mations OrganisationCí,2.3,vJ. 

2.0.    Because of the complexity of  industrialisation in the 

developing countries there is a great demand for the formulation 

and choice of objectives  and instruments of economic politics. 

The circumstance should also be borne in mind that  in different 

countries there exist unequal conditions for economic development, 

(different norms of accumulation and consumption,  various degrees 

of influence of foreign trade on the development  of separate 

branches,  etc J   Experience in many countries,  especially in 

countries which in the course of one generation have overcome 

economic backwardness and created basic branches of modern in- 

dustry, provides important and useful data for the practioal 

solution of problems of planning the development and location 

of production. 

3.0.    The Byelorussian SSR, with almost half a century of 

planning history, has accumulated a great deal of experience in 

working out short-term,  middle-term and long-term micro- and 

nacroeconomic models, schemes and plans for the development of 

the national economy.    At the centre of attention of planning 
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and economic organs of  the Republic there has always stood the 

problem of determining the  most effective ways of developing 

the economy, the overcoming of the heritage of economic back- 

wardness bequeathed by the pre-revolutionary past, the attain- 

ment  of the highest  level of production and steady increase in 

the steward of living of the people.    The solution of these 

problems has also required the working out  of corresponding 

methods of planning which would ensure rational branch, inter- 

branch and territorial (regional) proportions and tempos in the 

development of the national economy. 

4.0.    Accumulated experience in the field of the national 

economy,  the production of high-speed computing machines  (in 

particular the computer "Minsk 22"),  advances in applied mathe- 

matics and economic science have brought us to a new stags  in 

the development of planning methods for the national economy - 

to the working out and use in planning of  a system of economic 

mathematical models and methods for choosing the most effective 

version of development both for the economy of the Republic as 

a whole and for its separate elements and branches, regions, 

towns and separate enterprises. 

5.0.    In the present investigation we consider economic 

mathematical models and methods of location of  industrial «nter- 

prisea worked out and applied in the prasrtise of planning «ad in- 

dustrial designing in the Byelorussian SSE, which are a com- 

posite part of the system of planning and modelling of the 

economic development  of the Republic.    They give quantitative 

expression to economic laws of location of social product!on«Me- 

thods and location models applied in the BSSR may be of definite 
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Interest for other countries aad serre as a me as s of facilitating 

the finding of tke optiaal solutions  of problems  arieiag  in the 

planning aad designing of programs for the development aad loca- 

tion of industrial enterprises. 

I.  1C0H0MIC   IMTKBPRBTATIOH 0? LOCATI QU MODELS Of 

IBDU6TBIAL KSTKRPRBBIB. 

1.1.    Long-term plaaaiag or pro granala g of the development 

and location of production depends in ; id érable degree on the 

means  of economic politics applied im different countries.    Dir- 

ection.«, volume» and effectivity of  Investments which are the 

instruments of economic politics acquire basic slgnlfio&nce. 

Long-term planning of development aad location of production is 

made accessary by requirements for dealing with conflicts in ob- 

Jectiree between branch and regional aspects of direct inn     and 

the liquidation of the arising disproportion. 

2.1.    The theory and practice of long-term planning, which 

is on the whole a continuous process,  requires an apparatus which 

can account elastically for conflicts and dynamics, significance 

and uncertainty, and other points connected with the practical 

implementation of projects for the development and location of 

industry.    At the bnsis of the theory of optimal planning and 

functioning of the socialist economy lies n dlasjoHo* method aoeox- 

dlag to wml*m,from\ m noambe* of possible renions or a pi am, the boat 

rnmst be chosen according to the criterion of the optimum which 

has been decide«, on.    At the present time it is not necessary 

to compare seres*! vere ions of a plan, based on calculations 

with pencil and paper, and then to "select" the beat.    The moat 

effective method of comparing a number of versions of the plan 
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i« the automised variation of their technical and economic para- 

meters, computed on an electronic computing machine which itself, 

by means of a special mathematical apparatus» chooses  the best 

from a number of plans« 

3.1.    The theory  of optimal planning of the socialist  econ- 

omy and its functioning includes as its main element  the idea of 

construction of economic mathematical models and the working   omt 

of corresponding Mathematical mathcd» which can than be pswatisafr- 

ly calculated on computing machines.    The modal is a mathematical 

expression containing variables whose behaviour is analagous to 

that of a real system.    The construction of a mathematical model 

makes it possible to penetrate deeply into the economic process 

analysed.    By constructing a model we obtain a set of mathemati- 

cal relationships describing all feasible plans,  i.e., those 

plans which can be carried out while observing all the limita- 

tions on the process under consideration.    It is known that the 

more complex the structure of an economic process the moro com- 

plicated the mathematical model. 

4.1.    The goal of working out an effective plan of location 

of industrial enterprises and choosing their capacity at an opti- 

mum has always existed.    The practical solution of this problem 

is complicated by the fact that in drawing up a future plan    it 

is      impossible to limit oneself to the priority of organisa- 

tional and technical solutions associated with the structure of 

the enterprise itself and the branch as a whole.    In the plan it 

is necessary to link the  organisational and technical complex 

closely with regional factors, for the purpose of ensuring suo h 

an optimisation of location of industrial enterprises by «cono- 



mio regions as would lead practically to the appearance of ter- 

ritorial economic complexée. From this it follows that a fair- 

ly layered macroeconomic system can be modelled, 

^.1. The structure of most complex systems is hierarchial 

with successive solutions of each of the steps of the given com- 

plex.    The hierarchial system of structural economic mathemati- 

cal models is the following: 

- the global model in the system of planning and functioning of 

the national economy is the dynamic model of optimal develop- 

ment of the economy,   on the basis of which in t erb rane h propor- 

tions are determined«    For the practical implementation and nor- 

mal functioning of the system it is also necessary to have a 

low-order model, whose objective would be to describe territor- 

ial and production and technical structures of economic regions 

and separate branches of the economy. 

6.1. The basic model and at the same time the  one coordina- 

ting the system is the model of interbranch balance of produc- 

tion and consumption of the output of the national economy as a 

whole, closely related to the models of optimal development of 

local branches.    The direct connection between the given models 

is made by means of indexes of commodity output of branches of 

industry; the feedback, through coefficients of direct expendi- 

tures which o hange periodically depending on concrete results of 

plan solutions obtained in making local branch models.    In turn, 

data of the model are coordinated through production and con- 

sumption coefficients, and through these same indexes, with a 

model of territorial structure of non-production consumption. 

In addition, local branch models of production develop- 
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development and location are interrelated with models of produc- 

tion end technical structure of industrial enterprises of a given 

branca. 

7.1.    tìtructural economic mathematical models of production 

location and development are worked out and used in Byelorussia 

at the present time both at the branch level of the national econ- 

omy and at  the level of separate industrial enterprises.    Moving 

successively down the  hierarchial system of vertically coordina- 

ted structural models is the practical way of optimising the 

whole planning system,  in which economic mathematical models of 

future planning of location of enterprises play a considerable 

part. 

8.1.    The use of economic mathematical models and methods 

for the optimisation of a system of long-term planning of the de- 

velopment of tke national economy requires successive elaboration 

in the following stages: 

a) choice of optimum criteriont 

b) formalisation of concrete conditions in which a system 

functions,  their reflection in the model; 

c) working out or using available numerical methods and 

algorithms for the solution of the problem; 

d) preparation of initial information for solving the prob- 

lem on the electronic computer in conformity with an approved 

method and program; 

e) solution of the problem on the computer and subsequent 

economic mathematical analysis of results of the solution^ 

f) decisions by economic organs. 

9.1.    Final results of the action of an economic ayates 



ars caaraetsriasd by definite quantitative paraa«t«r« pertain- 

ing to eack of tk« versions  obtained.    Tke cholo« of orlteria 

according to «kick ta« versions ara  objsctivsly aaaaaaad  laada 

to the concept of the  optima criterion expressing tit«  objsctive 

of tke  solution.     Tha  optiaua criterion  ox  effectivity of a 

ayate» is tkat at «tick in concret« production conditions tk« 

saxinua valus of tk« objactivs function  is «nsur«d.    In «elect- 

ing tk«  op ti sus criterion one of tke sain conditiona is tks cor- 

respondence of local branch criteria to tke global opti BUS cri- 

terion of tk«  functioning of tke econoalc systea aa a «hole,    Tke 

optiaua critsrion in long-tern planning probi«ss sskss it poe- 

aible to gir« an exact quant itati T«  interpretation of tke err ac- 

tivity of versions of dsveiopasnt and location of production in 

an investigated systsa. 

10.1.    Tke general optiaua criterion In probi«as of planning 

tas developaant and location of production is tks saxiaua ecooo- 

aic effectivity (8).    As particular e rit sr la depending on con- 

orate conditions nay be taken: 

- total costs 

- profit (pries sinus prias cost) 

- iavestnent profitability1 

Tks first of tks s a criteria is tka eua af transport easts 

for tka delivery of ras products and output, and ooavsrted pro- 

duo ti on costa (la wkiok extraordinary capital exposaltures are 

eoameasurstsd sit h ¿paratia«  «xp«nditurea tkrougk tka sorua- 

*!•« conT«rsion fastsr )    .    Total expenditures (3) «*• 4a- 

XUaed conventionally.    See foramla p. 9* 
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terminad according to tba formila: 

Expenditurea •C*£.I*Tc*Tn 

«aere C-le tbc annual operating coat axe ludio« arpan dl turaa 

on tbe delivery of  raw producta and baalc  a»tarlala; 

I-i» tbe ax tra ordì nary capital  invaataant for conatruotion 

of row and recoaet ruoti on of axis ting enterprises, tak- 

ing into account conatruction parioda and absorption 

of daaign capacitiaa; 

£-is tba oorutW« converaion factor of capital inrest- 

asnts; 

T -is tba a xp and i tur a on dal Wary of rav products and basic 

•ataríais to tba points of location of antarpriaaa; 

T -is tba cost of delivery of tba output to tba oonaunar. n 
II.l.    Tba objective function in tba foraulation of tba 

aaxlaua profit probiea bas tba fora: 

P • Dfi -  (C  • f0 • Tn) 

vaerà D - is tba incoas fron tba aala of tba output, n 
In this forami at ion of tba problea an iaportant faatura 

ÌM tba possibility of comparing alt a mat i va a of darai op aant and 

production location botb according to axpandituras and according 

to results (volume, structura, dynasica of output) (8). 

12.1.    One of tba parti oui ar or it aria «boss application is 

also of  auf fie last interest is problaa» of optimal planning 

of tba developaeat and location of production is lnvestasat pro- 

ductivity.    Tala is tba ral at Iona bip between profits sad ospitai 

lAveetasats in tba bas lo sad «orb lag funda. In tais tba lswest sat 

aoat fa aa lb la osa only ba tas index at »blob total profit is sa- 



sored sufficient to cover deposits in the production funds and 

the creation of funds for material incentives and development. 

The  level  of  profitability is determined by the formula: 

* a —55 
«here   p - is the profit corresponding to definite capacities of 

industrial enterprises; 

K^-is the capital investment  in basic and working funds. 

I3.I.     Formalisation of concrete conditions in which a 

system of planning development and location functions assumes 

preliminary description and separation of external from inter- 

nal relations of the system and  its separate elements.    The 

group of elements considered must be logically limited, separa- 

ting out the most essential, for example, nomenclature of out- 

put, rersions of enterprise reconstruction and possible dyna- 

mics  of their productive capacities, preliminary determination 

of points of possible location, conditions of transport of out- 

put,  etc.     A synthesized description of conditions and rela- 

tionships  is formally effected in the mathematical model. 

14.1«    The most important condition to be taken into ad- 

count in planning models  of production development and loca- 

tion is the condition of  integrality in calculating technical 

economic  indexes entering into the  optimal criterion.    They in- 

clude indexes associated with the period of construction and 

reconstruction of enterprises, and also the time for absorb- 

ing their design capacities.    It  ±e known that the future 

economic effect which may be obtained only after a lengthy 

period is not equal to the direct present effect.    Often to 

construct large enterprises with low operating costs requires 
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a longer period for absorption of design capacities, for con- 

struction periods longer than one jear and unchanged operating 

costs (C), as the design volume of capital investments we take 

their total value converted to the last year of construction* 

,ic-t 
• Am* 

where t - is the construction period c 
K^-is the capital expenditure for the corresponding con- 
t 

struction year. 

15.1.    Calculation of regional factors  in the territorial 

location of industrial enterprises is the most important condi- 

tion of economic mathematical modelling.    To these factors be- 

long: 

- labour force and living quarters 

- energy and water supply 

- construction site and spur tracks 

- natural resources (land, water, forests etc«) 

These conditions are allowed for in the model by means of 

establishing for each possible point of construction of a new or 

reconstruction of an existing enterprise its definite function of 

converted costs for production or profit,  Including expenditures 

on the delivery of raw products, depending on the capacity of the 

enterprise• 

16.1.    Setting up long-term planning problems of location 

of industrial enterprises and their formalisation in mathemati- 

cal models can be subdivided in different ways, depending on 

different criteria: 

a) according to the number of commodities considered in 

the problem, into one-commodity or multiple-commodity; 
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b) according to the method of assigning alternatives of 

production capacities, we distinguish discrete and continuous 

formulation.    In discrete formulation,  a certain number of alter- 

natives of development and specialisation of units are given,  in 

continuous,  the  feasible area of their existence. 

c) according to level of  importance of shipping costs, we 

distinguís* transport-production and production problems; 

d) according to the state  of the system in time, for any 

given year - the static formulation of the problem, for a long 

term of T years - the dynamic formulation of the problemi 

e) according to the method  of subdividing systems: into 

single-stage ard multi-stage problems. 

17.I.     The economic  interpretation of  the static  one-com- 

modity production-transport problem in discrete formulation re- 

duces to the description of development  and location of single- 

type plants.    To them we may allocate,  for example, enterprises 

for the processing of  agricultural products  (flax, beet,  etc.), 

machine-building enterprises for the production of toothed 

wheels, hydraulic drives,  heating apparatus,  interbranch enter- 

prises for the repair of machines of the same type, motors, as- 

semblies,  etc.     In addition,  to the one-commodity model we may 

•llooate problems in which it is economically justifiable to 

reduce types of production similar to one  another in construc- 

tion and technological parameters to a single one through a 

conventional unit (conventional ton, set, machine, assembly, 

•to.). 

18.1.    Known magnitudes in such problems ares 
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a) volume of consumption of output per consumer; 

b) points of location of existing enterprises,  and points 

where new enterprises may be located (we shall call them produc- 

tion points). 

c) the dependence of production costs on the capacity of 

enterprises at each production point. 

d) Cost of shipping a unit of output from the production 

point to the consumer. 

Unknowns in the problem are the volumes of output at the 

points of location of enterprises, and also volumes of output 

shipped from production points to the consumer. 

Thus the problem may be economically formulated as follows: 

The requirements for output  in a territorial cross-aection 

are worked out.    The capacities of listing enterprises are de- 

termined and possible alternatives of  their development are 

worked out.    Such factors as labour resources, power supply, the 

availability of building sites, etc. are calculated and points 

are noted where new enterprises might possibly be located. 

To each of them Is assigned a number of possible capacities 

with corresponding   prime cost indexes  of a unit of output 

and specific capital investments,  and transport costs for ship- 

ping a unit of output from each production point to each con- 

sumer are calculated.    A version of reconstruction and Avelop- 

ment of existing enterprises must be found and such points of 

looation and volumes of production of new enterprises, and 

such a scheme for supplying output to the consumer worked out 

that the demands of the consumer for output will be met at 

minimum total cost, 
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II.     MATHEMATICAL IHTBEPRSTATIOM OF  MODELS OF LOCATION 

OF  INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES. 

19.1.    Model 1.    A mathematical modal of tûe formulât 9d prob- 

lem is obtained by introducing the following symbols: 

m - number of production points, 

n - number of consumption points. 

,, h - l*/r¿ - a set of all possible capaoitiea for 

the ith enterprise (enterprise located 

at the  ith      (i - 1/m) point; 

ifi ^*ih}r  * ' 1/iri " COûverted expenditures at the 

ith enterprise for full use of capa- 

city, 

bj • volume of consumption of the output at the jth 

point; 

Ci1 - expenditure on the transport of one unit of 

the output from the ith point of pro- 

duction to the jth point  of consump- 

tion; 
xi1 - ToluJI# of transport of output from the ith point 

of production to me Jth point of con- 

sumption (consequently,    ¿_  *i:f iB 

the volume of production of the ith 

enterprise, which is sought). 

Using these symbols the problem is formulated in the following 

way: 

Piad the number IjL1   >   0, minimising the objective function 

(which is the sum of the converted and transport costs), observing 

the following conditions: 
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J' » t + n 
Taa first  of tli« two 11 «itati on« is too 

1. Voluma of production at   to*  ita (1  •  1/«)  anttrpriaa 

is takan fro« ta* givtn aat of capacititi 

2. Tha requiramants of ta*   ¿to consuaar «r« eoapltttly 

aatiafiad 

20.1.    Modal 2, 

atrict and la io poor agrteaant »ita tht actual aituatioa.    Ac- 

tually, thia  liai tat ion r*quir*a   that tht TO lu** of production 

at ta« ita point axactly *qual  tha dttlgn capacity of th* it» 

antarpris*.    Practically,  thaaa raquirsatnta cannot bt «at. 

Usually tat rolua* of production dlfftrs fro« taa daslgn capa- 

city of an *i;tarprint, and  it  la  aasuaad that production «ay 

not fully coma up to daalgn capacity.    In ordar to rtfltet thia 

faot,  instaad of taa indioatad limitations wa introduca taa fol- 

lowing: 

whara Bi is a sat consisting of  ri stgsants. 

o<x<£%-  y *" + n.   au Q^»o. 

Hara  /"is tat «axiaua "Taa« ibi*        ptrctntaga of unutillsad 

capacity. 

Tat confortad coat function fi(íxu) ~     ia iiT** a0' aot 

as a point aat but aa a stt of sagaaota Ii.    In oaat of incomplata 

utilisation of daaign oapaeity it is natural to rtflact tais faot 

in tàa production coat function by introducing a ctrtaio ptnalty. 

Danoting thia tssantially na« function of confortad costs by f¿t 

as bafora, «a no« saws to solva  t«t ayatta 
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I 

¿ ¿H ¿J-   , i   m fi-m. 
j»f 

0* 

è.*''"       ' i+n. 

fa & O. t+1*,    j f+n. 

minimizing tht objsotire function F(I). 

21.2. Economie mathematical models of location of industrial 

enterprises become more complicated if we consider promit»» involv- 

ing m group of commodities. In this case the spécialisation of 

enterprises and their production structure aust also be determined. 

Let us consider the multiple-commodity problem. In this prob- 

lem, from the number of given versions of development of existing 

and nev enterprise)» we choose those which ensure the consumer with 

the output of all type» necessary to him at the lowest cost. 

22.2. Model 3.  Let us introdurne the following symbols: 

P, - number of types of output ( /- f *• P )• 

- volume) of consumption of the   Ah commodity at the 1th 

point According to the  hth version of production. 

if - TO lume of consumption of   1th output at the J* point. 

//'M*//* A*»r Tftlu# ot O0Bfirt#d COBt* at th* ith point ««coding to 
the htm version of production. 

C * - transport costs for transporting a unit of ths   0th 

output from the ith point of production to the Jth 

point of consumption, 

"ih 

*v 
* - is the woluue of ths    £th ccsmedity transported from 

ths ith point of production to the ith point of con- 

sumption, which is sought. 
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The mathematical model  of  the formulated multiple-commodity 

problem is  obtained from Model 1 if we assume: 

•ik • («m« • • • 1      ik' 

V (bj •• • *s> 
cn "<°ij ... ciá) 

*u • <xij ...   Xjj) 

i.e., the  symbols ( aia, b^, ci-t» x. .     ) are represented as dim- 

ensional veotors. 

23.2.     Let us consider mathematical models  of location of 

industrial enterprises, in which the optimum criterion is taken 

as the investment profitability. 

Model 4. 

We introduce the symbols: 

m - dumber of production points (i - l'/m) 

n - number of consumption points (J - l'/n) 

(ain), h - T/r¿ - set of possible capacities for an enterprise 

at the  ith point. 

{*i(*lM))' * - 1'/*! - profit at the ith enterprise for full utili« 

sat i on of capacity. 

¿g(ain)j, M - r/ri - capital investments in basic and working 

funds at the ith enterprise. 

b, - volume of consumption of output at the jth point. 

Cj« - Cost of transporting a unit of output from the ith 

point of production to the Jth point of consumption. 
Xij ~ Volume of output transported from the 1th to the 

¿th point (if%tj   ~~   Volume of production at the Jtm 

point, whioh is sought). 
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Tke problem comiste in finding tke number X,. maximising tke 

objective function 

LOU- &*<**>>-ltc<*** 
i total investment r>] (wkiok is tke total Investment profitability observing tke fol- 

lowing conditions: 

1. Volume of production of tke itk enterprise is taken from 

tke given set of capacities 

2. Tke requirement of tke Jtk consumer is fully met: 

24.2,    Model §.    To modify tke model to take into account 

tke volume of production as distinguisked from capacity, instead 

of limitation (1) we introduce tke following: 

( u*x'¿rzT    J* e*-o. 
Tke multiple-commodity economic mathematical model, according to 

tke criterion of total investment profitability, is distinguisked 

from model 4 in tkat tke value p (£*r*/t    ) and tke symbols 

^y *ik* CiJ» *ij) **• oontiámrmd as p-dinensional vectors. 

III.    MATHEMATICAL METHODS OF SOLVING PROBLEMS OF LOCATION 

ADO DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES. 

25*3*    Formulated mathematical models are problems of 

Multiple maxima and minima solved by tke non-linear discrete 

programming metkod.    This is due to tke fact tkat tke function 

of converted costs, profits, and also capital expenditures are 

of a non-linear nature, and tke values of capacities of indus- 

trial enterprises are given discretely, since tkey depend on 
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the productivity of the basic technological equipaent.    It is 

as a rule impossible to solve these problens by coneidering each 

of the possible alternatives,  even on electronic computers,  since 

the number of alternatives will become astronomical even for a 

small number of variables.    Therefore,  the solution of problems 

of such a type require th* working out  of effective algorithms, 

which would direct our search and enable us to find an optimal 

version.    As an illustration of the methods of solving on e-com- 

modity problems of location according to the total cost criter- 

ion we shall consider the  idea of one of the algorithms (5). 

The essence of the algorithm lies in the following.    At each 

stage of operation of the algorithm 1) to a set of all possible al- 

ternatives of location there conforms a set of approximate costs 

(not exceeding actual) for the implementation of these alterna- 

tives; 2) from the set of all alternatives is chosen that in 

which these expenditures are at a minimum.    If the approximate 

cost of implementation of the chosen alternative is equal to the 

actual one, then the alternative is optimal,  and the algorithm 

has done its work.    If not,  then the approximate expendi turas 

for the realisation of the alternative increases  (approaches real 

expenditures) and the transition to the next stage takes place. 

The gap between approximate and actual costs is then closed by 

a fuller calculation of transport costs. 

27.3.    A more complex problem is the one of location accord- 

ing to the total investment profitability criterion.    This is 

due to the fact that the objective function is the relationship 

between two functions, which must be maximised.    One of the 
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aatkoda of aolwing this probi««, worked out by aclaatlfle work- 

•n of tka Byaloruaaiaa SSH,  1« as  follow«: 

A sot  of all posatola altarnatlvea of location Is brokan 

down lato sub-group«.    Each sub-<roup  la aaaaaaad and,  aa tka 

sub-groups ar« brokan down,  tkaaa eatlaataa ara «ad« «or« pra- 

cla«. 

in tka ath stag« to« algor i ta* «alacta fro« all con a true tad 

tub-groups tkat ona wkiok giras tk« eajclaua valu« of: 

»tax *j 

¿9<(k*<j) 
Tka aaxiaua of tka giran ralatlonahip 1« raaakad whan tk« 

nuaarator àss a —»Isa« and ta« danoainator a «ial«ua ralua.    Tk« 

solution in tka nuaarator, ganarally apaaking, do«« nut coincida 

with tk« solution of tks danoainator.    Tk« oa lac tad a«t Is brokan 

down into two by tka following ml«:  tk« first of tnaa 1« obtalnad 

froa tas aalastad ona if, at tka point at wkiok tka capacity i« 

not y«t d«taraia«dt w« substitut« tk« ralua wkiok «nt«rs into 

tka aolutlon of tka probla«. 

ma*è*(jL*«J-i}sfi>*« 
In tka numerator of tka aatiaatioa ralatlaaakip of tk« nun- 

gromp obtalnad, trana port ooata ara apa©iflad, and tka daaoal- 

&*tor7u¿ /Z3J- /«oaa not dialnlak.    Tkaa, tka aatlaat« of 

tka aubgroup obtalnad dan titkar r«aain tka aaaa 9r daoraasa. 

As far aa tka sub-group la coocarnad,  It Is obtalnad froa tha 

salaatad ana,  if la it «a proklblt aubati tut Ion of tha capacity 

flxad in tka fir«t «ub-group.    Tka auaarat«r of tka aatlaat ion 
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relationship of ti» second sub-group do«« not increase and tme 

denominator does net dtcrttit,  and consequently the eatlmete  of 

the a eco ad  sub-group can alto   ramala as before,  or decreaaa.     Af- 

ter tais the transition to the j* • 1 a tag« take a placa.    The solu- 

tion of tee  problem i«  found «ben tae  maximal estimate In obtained 

for a sub-group alternative the sua of  «boss substituted capacitiea 

la equal to    JL t Tni* ••raion «111 also be tao optimal. 

IV.     USI OF BCOIOaUC MATHUUTICAL MODUS AIO MSTHODB DI 

TH1 PRACTICE Of iLAJÍ*DIG LOCATIO* OF  UDÜSTBIAL BTIi^ 

FRISK U  THE BYIL0HU6SIAI tíSB. 

28.4,    The aa thematic al models aad methods considered BATS 

found practical application in the Byelorussian 881 la tao solu- 

tion of problems of   location of enterprises sf branosee of 

industry,   1A particular 

- in li gat  Industry  (flax-procsssing plants, shoe enterprises); 

- In macai se-building and me tal-working   (assembly repair and 

mac bina repair plants, oentraliaed foundries); 

- In tae e lee troteo hnie al Industry (electrical repair plants); 

- in agriculture (specialised enterprises for repairing agri- 

cultural machinery,  slaughter houses); 

- In the construction industry (enterprises for the production 

of aggloporlts, planta for manufacturing: reinforced concrete 

products, dwelling-house building combinée); 

- in the food induatry (seat combines,  dairies, sto.) 

29.4.    The solution of these problems en the e lee tresis 

computer "Minsk 22" manufactured at ths »insk Electronic Coavm- 

ter Plant hss shown, io addition to ths high efficiency of tfc* 



•«chin« itself,  a sufficiently rapid converge oc e of the algori- 

thms worked out (see Table 1). 

Table 1. 

PARAMKFXB&  (DIMEHSIOHß) OP CESTAI* PROBLEMS OP LOCATION OP IN- 

DOBTBIAL FLAHTß AMD TIME OF TH1IH SOLUTIOH ON THE ELECTRONIC 

COMPUTES "MXMSK 22". 

:Ho.   of 
.'Points 
:of Pos- 
sible 
: Locati on 

Mo.: 

No. of 
Consu- 

No. of pos- 
sible capa- 
cities of 
Enterprises 

Expenditures 
of Machine 
Tine on Solu- 
tion of Prob- 

ità 

1. 11 28 8 21 sin. 

2. 20 28 14 12 ain. 

3. 11 28 7 51 sin. 

4. 12 28 8 21 sin. 

5. 16 28 7 31 sin. 

6. 16 28 9 21 sin. 

7. 24 62 8 160 sin. 

8. 9 22 6 51 sin. 

9. 10 20 5 51 sin. 

10. 22 22 8-10 26.2 ain. 

11. 40 30 4 50 sin. 

30.1.    Economic aathe metical anal jais of solutions of these 

practise! problems bar« shown that by setting up optimal plans 

•' development amd location of industrial enterprises an alterna- 

tive may be found in which total oosts oaa be decreased by 10-20%, 
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31.1.    When solving these algorithms on the electronic 

computer "Minsk 22"  it is possible to work in two routines:  in 

an exact and approximate routine (with a degree of precision giv- 

en beforehand).    As can be seen from Table 1,  the parameter« 

(dimensions) of problems solved in the Byelorussian SSfiare com- 

paratively small.    In solving problems of larger dimensions on 

the electronic computer, the existing algorithms are not suffi- 

ciently effective in the sense that they converge slowly. 

32.4.     In practice,  in planning the development and location 

of enterprises in the Byelorussian SSB there arises the question 

of the solution of large dimension problems (of the order of 120 

x 12U and  over).    Such problems can be solved on the machine in 

a reasonable time on the basis of the algorithms set forth in [?] 

33.*.    An important feature of algorithms worked out in 

the Byelorussian 83H is the possibility of obtaining not only 

one optimal version according to a selected criterion, but a 

series of optimal versions according to a selected criterion in 

the order of decreasing objective function.    Additional infor- 

mation of this type makes it possible to take into consideration 

external economic factors coordinating specialisation and loca- 

tion of enterprises of various branches of production in the 

industrial complex, and to select a version with the —•••<•"- de- 

gree of correspondence to the economic optimum. 

V. COHCLUÏ3I0HS AMD R300MMEHDATIOK8. 

3**5* °û° of the main objectives of the present investi- 

gation consists in elucidating a definite group of theoretical 

and practical problems associated with the final choice of one 
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of many versions of location of industrial enterprises in the 

framework of  an open regional unit.    The formal apparatus used 

for the practical solution of the problems considered synthe- 

sizes into a complex economic mathematical models,   numerical 

methods and algorithms,  electronic computers, and,   in the final 

count, supplies a system of decisions. 

33*3*    Economic mathematical modelling by comparison with 

traditional methods of  long-term planning of location of indus- 

trial enterprises ensures that results are obtained rapidly, 

that they are realistically assessed,  and that a considerable 

number of variables can be calculated.    Hesults are obtained 

rapidly due to effective programs for the electronic computer, 

and also technological construction parameters (high speed, 

storage capacity, etc.)   of the machine itself.    A realistic 

assessment of versions  of plans obtained proceeds from the 

features of the economic mathematical model, in which future 

requirements,  the established set of capacities and costs 

(current and extraordinary)  are associated with real dependen- 

cies.    The possibility of calculating a considerable number of 

variables makes it possible to set up a groupj   af equations 

and to formulata rules for coordinating them in complex solu- 

tions« 

36.5.    In working out economic mathematical models of long- 

term planning of location of industrial enterprises we must 

give priority to the multiple-step method of planning, based 

on the use of the macro economic system of modelling, and ob- 

taining from these models the most important ("strategic") 
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ones with subsequent solution on the electronic computer*    For- 

mally the procedure of ordered sub-systems reduces to the method 

of successive approximations, which is sufficiently well des- 

cribed in the literature, and on concrete models gives approxi- 

mate data at the initial information preparation stage  (in par- 

ticular,  the requirements for the year sought, volumes of pro- 

duction,  etc) 

37.5.    The complex of solutions (group of optimal versions) 

obtained on the electronic computer from economic mathematical 

models is supplementary standard material facilitating a final 

decision on the optimal version of location of industrial en- 

terprises in the regional unit.    In this sense especial impor- 

tance is attached to the ability of the computer to supply an 

ordered group of optimal alternatives, making it possible to 

scrutinise them and compare them in subsequent economic mathe- 

matical and technical economic analysis for the purpose of co- 

ordinating local branch decisions with the regional optimum. 
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Appendix. 

An example of the solution of a problem of location of 

specialised enterprises for the repair of grain cosbines for a 

definita territorial economic unit fin static foraulationO 

Economic Mathematical Model 

• - number of points of possible  location of repair enter- 

prises (i - 1,  2  ... 22) 

n - number of exchange points (j  -  1, 2,  .... 22) 

(*im)»  • -  100,  300,   500,  1000, 2000,   3000,  3500 - 

set of possible capacities for an enterprise located at the 

ith point. 

^fi ^aih^» * " ly*ri " converted costs for the ith enter- 

prise depending on its capacity (see Table 1). 

b^j - requirement for repair at the  Jth exchange point 

(see Table 2). 

Table 2 

Grain combine 
: 22 

135    : 175 .-35O0 

Cij "" C08t  oi tr*h*P°rting » unit  of spare units and parts 

from the jth exchange point  to the ith repair plant  (and re- 

turn).    (See table 3). 

Table 3 

Km.   :    10 20 700 

Hub.: 26.9 :  33.1 356.7 

T±. - Volume of goods transported from the ith exohenge 

point to the Jth repair plamt, which is sought. 

In conventional symbols the problem is formulated im 



tka following way* 

- to finé a non-nagatira Tain« x^ ninlaiaing tka fuma- 
ti oaal: 

«»•«? * fajóte < 
wkila obsarring tka following condition«: 

1. Capacity of a rapair antarprla« at tka itk point Is 

takan fron tka giran «at 

fcZq €{QiÂ}>      A - Û + JJV0 

2. Requirananta of tka Jtk axchanga point for rapair is 

fully aat 

For tka solution of tka COûT «raion probi an w« usad tka 

algoritkn giran in (7). 

Raaulta of tka solution of tka probla» on tka alaetroale 

conputar "Minsk 22"  showsd tkat a apaoialiaad plant for tka 

rapair of combinas witk an annual production oapaolty of 3500 

unit» par yaar at tka 10th point would ba tka no at affactiwn. 

In this varsion tka total axpanssa ara 1.74 nillion rubias por 

yaar, including transport oosts - 12%. 
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